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Abstract
Direct transformation amongst the Walsh, Haar, Arith-
meticandReed-Mullerspectraldomainsisconsidered. Ma-
trix based techniques are developed and it is shown that
these can be implemented as fast in-place transforms. It is
also shown that these transforms can be implemented di-
rectly on decision diagram representations.
1 Introduction
Transformation between the Boolean and various spec-
tral domains has been extensively studied [1, 3, 13, 14, 15].
In this paper, we review the fundamental structures and
propertiesof spectraltransforms andtheresultingspectra of
Boolean functions. Matrix based computation of the spec-
tra is considered as are fast transform techniques derived
from the matrix structures. The contribution of this paper
is to show that fast transform techniques can be developed
for direct transformation amongst certain spectral domains,
i.e. transforms from one spectral domain to another that do
not pass through the Boolean domain. These fast transform
techniquescanbedirectlyimplementedondecisiondiagram
representations.
Thepaper isorganizedas follows. Section2providesthe
necessary mathematical background for this paper. Section
3 introduces the spectral domains considered. Fast trans-
form techniques are discussed in Section 4. Direct trans-
forms amongst the spectral domains are discussed in Sec-
tion5. Section6considerstheuse ofdecisiondiagramtech-
niques to implement the fast transforms. The paper con-
cludes with some closing remarks and suggestions for fur-
ther research.
2 Background
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n-inputcompletely-speciﬁed Booleanfunction
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vector with
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n entries each giving the functional value for
thecorrespondingminterm. Yisoftencalledthetruthvector
for
f.
f represented byY can be transformed fromthe Boolean
to a spectral domain as follows:
R
= T
nY (1)
where T
n is a
2
n by
2
n transform matrix the precise spec-
iﬁcation of which deﬁnes the spectral domain in question.
In many cases, the matrix has a simple recursive structure
whichcan beusedtosigniﬁcantcomputationaladvantage as
will be shown.
We restrict our interest to invertible transforms, hence:
Y
=
( T
n
)
￿
1R
Theconsequence isthatthetransformsbetweentheBoolean
and spectral domains fully preserve information, but, as is
well known, the spectral domains make certain properties
easier to consider than inthe Booleandomain, and different
spectral domains illuminate different functionalproperties.
Often the transform matrix can be expressed as a se-
quence of Kronecker products of a single base matrix. We
here providea brief review of the Kronecker product. More
detail can be found in [10].
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s). Note that unlike
thenormalmatrixproduct,theKronecker productisdeﬁned
for any matrix orders.
For matrices A, B, C and D and a scalar
￿, the following
properties hold
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Equation 2 is termed the mixed product rule and is only
validwhenthematrices are ofappropriatedimensionforthe
normal matrix products.
Finally, two observations from the above properties are
particularly relevant to our work. The Kronecker product
of two symmetric matrices is itself a symmetric matrix, and
since the Kronecker productis an associative operation, the
order of application of a sequence of Kronecker products
does not matter.
Althoughnot stated in [10], it is clear from the develop-
ment there that the Kronecker product properties we make
use of in this Chapter hold over
G
F
(
2
), a fact that will be
useful below in the consideration of the Reed-Muller trans-
form.
The following theorem concerning inverses of matrices
expressed as Kronecker products of a base matrix is very
useful.
Theorem 2.1 Given a square invertible matrix A,
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Proof: This follows immediately by the iterative applica-
tion of the identity
(A
￿ B
)
￿
1
= A
￿
1
￿ B
￿
1 and the asso-
ciativityof the Kronecker product.
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3 Spectral Transforms
In this section we present four particular spectral trans-
forms that have been extensively studied in the literature:
the Walsh, the Reed-Muller, the Arithmetic, and the Haar
transforms.
3.1 Walsh Transform
Perhaps the most well known and most widely studied
spectral transforms are based on a set of orthogonal func-
tions deﬁned by J. L. Walsh in 1923 [24] which are an ex-
tensionof a set of functionsdeﬁned by H. Rademacher [19]
a year earlier. The transform itself is a form of Hadamard
matrix [23].
The Walsh transform matrix W
n in Hadamard order can
be deﬁned as
W
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AnequivalentdeﬁnitionusingtheKroneckerproductispar-
ticularly useful here
W
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SincetheKroneckerproductisassociative, thismaybewrit-
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W
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=
n
O
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W
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The rowsofW
nare theset of
2
n
n-variableWalshfunctions
of which the
n-variable Rademacher functionsare a subset.
In addition to the Hadamard (Walsh-Hadamard), the Walsh
(Walsh-Kaczmarz), the Paley-Walsh, and the Rademacher-
Walsh orderingshave been studied [4][14] . The Hadamard
orderinghas seen most use since the simple recursive struc-
ture of the transform matrix allows for ‘fast transform’
methods [9] [21]. The Hadamard, Walsh and Walsh-Paley
orderings share the very useful property that the transform
matrix is its own inverse up to a scaling factor of
1
2
n as will
be shown below for the Hadamard case. The practical im-
portance of this is that the same computational procedure
can beusedfortransformingbetweenthefunctionandspec-
tral domains with the simple adjustment of scaling.
The Walsh spectrum R of
f is given by
R
= W
nY
where the matrix multiplicationis carried out over the inte-
gers, i.e. logic 0(1) is treated as the integer 0(1). We term
this R-encoding.
An alternate formulation represents the function by the
vectorZinwhichlogic0iscodedas
+
1andlogic1iscoded
as
￿
1, which we term S-encoding. Inthiscase the spectrum
is given by
S
= W
nZ
Since Z
=
1
￿
2Y, it can be shown that
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gso the information content of the R and the S spectral coef-
ﬁcients is the same.
Theorem 3.1
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n
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n.
Proof: The proof follows from Theorem 2.1, the fact
(W
1
)
￿
1
=
1
2W
1 and the fact that scalar multipliers can be
factored out of a Kronecker product.
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3.2 Reed-Muller Transform
The Reed-Muller transfrom is motivated by the seminal
work in 1954 of I.S. Reed [20] and R.E. Muller [18] which
ledtoconsiderableinterestintheReed-Muller(AND-XOR)
expansion of Boolean functions. The transform matrix M
n
is deﬁned by
M
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M
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0
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and the spectrum R is given by
R
= M
nY (4)
In this case, the matrix multiplicationis over
G
F
(
2
) i.e. in-
teger addition is replaced with summation modulo-2. M
n
can be expressed using the Kronecker product as
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Theorem 3.2
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n
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2
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Proof: The proof follows from Theorem 2.1 and the fact
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G
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(
2
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From this theorem we have:
Y
= M
nR (6)
The above shows that Y is a linear combination (over
G
F
(
2
)) of the columns of M
n for which the relevant co-
efﬁcient in R is 1. Each column of M
n represents a func-
tionwhich is the logicalAND of a subset of
x
1
;
x
2
;
:
:
:
;
x
n.
The leftmostcolumn isthe constant function1 which corre-
sponds to the AND of no variables. Hence the Reed-Muller
spectrumidentiﬁesarepresentationofaBooleanfunctionas
a sum over
G
F
(
2
) of a collection of products of variables.
To be precise,
Y
=
2
n
￿
1
X
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0
r
i
M
n
i (7)
where
M
n
i is the
i
t
h column of M
n.
3.3 Arithmetic Transform
The arithmetic transform [12], which is also known as
the probabilitytransform[22] and the inverse integerReed-
Muller transform [8] was initially introduced by S.K. Ku-
mar and M.A. Breuer in 1981 [16] in work on probabilistic
aspects of Boolean functions. The transform matrix has a
recursive structureanalogoustothatoftheWalsh andReed-
Muller transforms and is given by
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As before, we deﬁne the spectrum as
R
= A
nY (10)
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Note that while
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￿
1 = M
1, their use is quite differ-
ent since the arithmetic spectrum is computed over the in-
tegers whereas the Reed-Muller spectrum is computed over
G
F
(
2
). It is for this reason the arithmetic transform was
termed the inverse integer Reed-Muller transform in [8].
3.4 Haar Transform
The orthogonal Haar functions presented by A. Haar in
1910 [11] form a set of
2
n continuousorthogonal functions
overtheinterval[0,1]. Theycanbedeﬁnedasfollowswhere
k is over the continuous interval 0 to 1:
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T
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i
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=
j and 0 otherwise. The following result follows di-
rectly.
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t.
NotethatT
n isnotsymmetric so thetranspose isneeded for
the inverse.
A computationally more practical modiﬁed Haar trans-
formK
n isderivedfromT
n bynormalizingthenonzeroen-
tries of T
n to take the values +1 and -1 yielding for
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Theorem 3.5 The modiﬁednormalizedHaar transformcan
be expressed as
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Proof: For the modiﬁed normalized Haar transform, Equa-
tion 11 becomes:
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For
i
=
n,
2
n
￿
1 Haar functions are deﬁned, each
sampled at
2
n points which are
q and
q
+
1
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1. The ﬁrst of these functions,
H
0
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a 1, followed by a -1, followed by
2
n
￿
2 0’s. The second,
H
1
n
(
k
), is two 0’s, followedby a 1, followedby -1 followed
by
2
n
￿
4 0’s. The ongoing pattern should be apparent and
is illustrated above for the case of
n
=
3 . These functions
in order are the bottom
2
n
￿
1 rows of K
n. They can be ex-
pressed in matrix form as I
n
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1, the Haar functions deﬁned pre-
ceded by
H
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) are preciselythose thatcompose K
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1 and
itis these functionsthat comprise the upper halfof K
n. The
differenceisthattocorrespondtothelowerhalfofK
n,these
functionsmustbe sampled twice as often. This corresponds
to duplicating the values across the function which can be
expressed in matrix form as K
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Concatenating the two matrix expressions yields Equa-
tion 12.
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Theorem3.4doesnotholdforthenormalizedHaar trans-
form matrix since while the rows do maintain pairwise or-
thogonality the resultant values are not the same. The in-
verse of K
nis given by the followingtheorem.
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Applying the mixed product rule
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n. From Equation
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Asisapparentfromtheabove example,
(K
n
)
￿
1 isthetrans-
pose of K
nwith scaling factors applied to certain columns.
From the recursive structure of Equation 14, one can ver-
ifythat the appropriate scaling factor is
2
n
￿
k where
k is the
l
o
g
2
(
p
) and
p is the number of non-zero entries in the col-
umn. It is clear from the deﬁnition of K
nthat
p is always a
power of 2 so
k is always a positive integer.
4 Transform Procedures
The above spectra can be directlycomputedby appropri-
atematrixmultiplication,howeverthecomputationalcostof
thisapproachisgenerallyprohibitiveforfunctionsofsignif-
icantsize. Fortunately,more efﬁcient alternativetechniques
exist. In this section, we present so-called fast transform
techniques.
4.1 Fast Walsh-Hadamard Transform
The recursive deﬁnitionof the Hadamard-ordered Walsh
transform is the basis for a fast Hadamard transform (FHT)
method analogous to a fast Fourier transform (FFT) over
discrete data. Observe that
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0 and Y
1 represents a partitioning of Y into two
equal sized subvectors. It follows that
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Theaboveshowsthatthecomputationofthe
n
t
h ordertrans-
form involves the application of
(
n
￿
1
)
t
h order transforms
totwosubvectorsofYfollowedbytheadditionandsubtrac-
tion of the results. Alternatively,the transform can be com-
puted as the addition and subtraction of two subvectors of
Y followedby the applicationof two
(
n
￿
1
)
t
h order trans-
formstotheresultantsubvectors. Asimilarreductioncanbe
appliedtothecomputationofthe
(
n
￿
1
)
t
h ordertransforms.
Indeed the reduction can be iteratively applied down to the
trivial case of applying W
0 transforms. The result is that
the objective of computing W
nY is reduced to a sequence
of vector additions and subtractions.
At each iteration, there are twice as many additions and
subtractions as for the previous iteration involvingsubvec-
tors of half the size. The computational work at each iter-
ation is thus the same. In total,
n iterations are involved
with each involving
2
n elements yielding time complexity
O
(
n
2
n
). The operations can be applied in place on a sin-
gle vector so the space complexityis
O
(
2
n
). This is in con-
trast to the matrix multiplication approach where the time
and space complexities are both
O
(
2
2
n
).
The computationalsequence arisingfrom the above isil-
lustrated in Figure 1 for the case of
n
=
3 . For clarity, we
showthecomputationascreatingnewvectorsbutnoteagain
that the computationcan in fact be done in place. The inter-
pretation of the butterﬂy signal ﬂowgraphs in Figure 1 is as
shown in Figure 2.
The FHT method represents a substantial improvement
over computing the spectrum by matrix multiplication but
it is still prohibitive for large functions due to its exponen-
tialcomplexity. A major importance of thisapproach is that
it forms the basis for very efﬁcient decision diagram ap-
proaches.
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Figure 1. Example of Fast Transform Compu-
tation of Walsh Spectrum
4.2 Fast Reed-Muller Transform
AsimilarapproachispossiblefordevelopingafastReed-
Muller transform since M
nhas a similar recursive structure
tothatofW
n. The situationfor
n
=
3isillustratedinFigure
3withthe interpretationofsignalﬂowsubgraphisas shown
in Figure 4. The computationsfor a fast Reed-Muller trans-
form are of course over
G
F
(
2
).A
B
A+B
A-B
Figure 2. Interpretation of a “Butterﬂy” Signal
Flowgraph for the Walsh Transform
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Figure 3. Example of Fast Transform Compu-
tation of Reed-Muller Spectrum
4.3 Fast Arithmetic Transform
The situation for the arithmetic transform is analogous
to the Walsh and Reed-Muller cases and thus not explicitly
shown here.
4.4 Fast Haar Transform
The signal ﬂowgraph for a fast normalized Haar trans-
form can be identiﬁed directly from the recursive deﬁnition
of K
n given in Theorem 12. The case for
n
=
3is depicted
in Figure 5. The “butterﬂy” structures are as deﬁned in the
Walsh case, Figure 2.
A
B
A
A+B ( mod  2)
Figure 4. Interpretation of a Signal Flow Sub-
graph for the Reed-Muller Transform
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Figure 5. Example of Fast Transform Compu-
tation of Haar Spectrum
Figure 5 depicts the normalized Haar transform. For the
unnormalized transform deﬁned by Equation 11 the struc-
ture is the same but appropriate multipliersmust be applied
in the computations.
The inverse transform has the reverse structure and once
again appropriate multipliers must be applied, this time in
both the normalized and unnormallzed cases. Figure 6 de-
picts the situation for the inverse normalized transform us-
ing the same example as Figure 5. A value passing through
a phase withoutgoingthrougha “butterﬂy” is multipliedby
2. The result is scaled by
2
3.
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Figure 6. Example of Fast Transform Compu-
tation of Inverse Haar Transform
The Haar transform considered thus far and particularly
the fast transform illustrated in Figure 5 is in sequency or-
der. Adrawback isthatitcan notbe doneinplace since as is
apparent from the ﬂow diagram, pairs of elements are com-
binedand, except forthe ﬁrstand lastelement ineach trans-
form phase, the results go to other positions. An alternative
istorearrange thecomputationsintonatural(Hadamard) or-der which does allow for in-place computation. It is this or-
dering that we employ in computing Haar spectra using de-
cision diagrams.
The natural(Hadamard) order Haar transform can be de-
ﬁned as follows (we use H
n to distinguish this transform
from the sequency ordered Haar transform K
n):
H
n
= B
n
+ D
n
D
n
=
￿
1
1
0
0
￿
￿
D
n
￿
1
B
n
=
￿
1
0
0
1
￿
￿ B
n
￿
1
+
￿
0
0
1
￿
1
￿
￿ D
n
￿
1
D
0
=
[
1
]
;B
0
=
[
0
] (17)
For example, for
n
=
3the above yields:
H
3
=
2
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
4
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
￿
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
￿
1
￿
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
￿
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
￿
1
￿
1
￿
1
￿
1
0
0
0
0
1
￿
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
￿
1
￿
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
￿
1
3
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
5
Numbering the rows of K
3 from 0 to 7, the rows of H
3 ad-
here to the permutation [0,4,2,5,1,6,3,7]. Hence, the spec-
tral coefﬁcients determined usingH
n in place of K
n willbe
similarly permuted.
We ﬁrst show that the formulation given generates the
Haar functions and then consider the related inverse trans-
form..
Theorem 4.1 Equation 17 generates the complete set of
Haar functionsin natural order.
Proof: Two initial observations for all
n: D
n is of order
(
2
n
￿
2
n) and consists of a top row of all 1’s with 0’s ev-
erywhere else; B
n is of order(
2
n
￿
2
n) and has a toprow of
all 0’s.
ItisapparentfromthedeﬁnitionofH
n thatitcanbewrit-
ten
H
n
=
￿
B
n
￿
1
+ D
n
￿
1 D
n
￿
1
D
n
￿
1 B
n
￿
1
￿ D
n
￿
1
￿
(18)
It is useful to let C
n be a (
2
n
￿
1
￿
2
n) matrix which is B
n
with its top row removed. H
n can then be written
H
n
=
2
6
6
6
6
4
1
1
￿
￿
￿
1
1
1
￿
￿
￿
1
C
n
￿
1
0
1
1
￿
￿
￿
1
￿
1
￿
1
￿
￿
￿
￿
1
0 C
n
￿
1
3
7
7
7
7
5
where 0 denotes a (
2
n
￿
1
￿
1
￿
2
n
￿
1) matrix of 0’s.
The toprow of H
n consistsof
2
n 1’sand is
H
0
0. The row
at the top of H
n is
2
n
￿
1 1’sfollowedby
2
n
￿
1 -1’s, which is
H
0
1. It is important to note from Equation 13 that these are
the onlytwo Haar functionsthatare non-zeroinbothhalves
of the deﬁnitionspace. We must next show that the remain-
ingHaarfunctionsarealsogeneratedwhichwe dobyinduc-
tion.
Clearly
H
1
=
￿
1
1
1
￿
1
￿
AssumeH
n
￿
1includesallthe
(
n
￿
1
)
t
h orderHaarfunctions
whichmeansC
n
￿
1includesthemallexcept
H
0
0. Thisispre-
cisely what is required since a review of Equation 13 show
the second and higher order Haar functions generated for
n are two occurrences of the second and higher order Haar
functionsgeneratedforthecase of
n
￿
1oneinthelowerhalf
of the deﬁnition space and the second in the higher half. It
follows that H
n includes all Haar functions.
It is also clear from the construction that H
n orders the
Haar function in natural order, that is earliest zero-crossing
ﬁrst.
Afast transformtechniqueforthenaturallyordered Haar
transformiseasilydevelopedfromtherecursivestructurein
Equation 17. Figure 7 illustrates the situation for
n
=
3 .I t
is interesting to observe that the structure is essentially the
structure from the Walsh case with certain “butterﬂies” re-
moved. The number of computations is the same as for the
sequencyorderedHaartransform,namely
2
n
￿
2butthesig-
niﬁcant advantage is the computations can be done in place
since each butterﬂy combines two elements and places the
results in the same locations.
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Figure 7. Example of Fast Transform Compu-
tation of Haar Spectrum in Natural Order
We next consider the inverse of H
n.
Theorem 4.2 H
n
￿
1
=
1
2
nG
n where
G
n
= C
n
+ E
nE
n
=
￿
1
0
1
0
￿
￿
E
n
￿
1
C
n
=
￿
2
0
0
2
￿
￿ C
n
￿
1
+
￿
0
1
0
￿
1
￿
￿ E
n
￿
1
E
0
=
[
1
]
;C
0
=
[
0
] (19)
Proof: From Equations 17 and 19 we have
H
nG
n
=
(B
n
+ D
n
)
(C
n
+ E
n
)
= B
nC
n
+ B
nE
n
+ D
nC
n
+ D
nE
n
FromtheprevioustheoremweknowtherowsofB
n areHaar
functions (with the exception of
H
0
0) each with an equal
number of +1’s and -1’s, so the sum across each row of B
n
is 0. Hence, B
nE
n
=
0 where 0 denotes the matrix of all
0’s.
C
n is constructed as the transpose of B
n withmultipliers
appliedto certain columns. Hence each columnof C
n sums
to 0, so D
nC
n
=
0 and
H
nG
n
= B
nC
n
+ D
nE
n
D
nE
n yields a matrix with
2
n in the top left corner and 0’s
everywhere else.
Now
B
nC
n
=
￿
￿
1
0
0
1
￿
￿ B
n
￿
1
+
￿
0
0
1
￿
1
￿
￿ D
n
￿
1
￿
￿
￿
2
0
0
2
￿
￿ C
n
￿
1
+
￿
0
1
0
￿
1
￿
￿ E
n
￿
1
￿
Multiplying this through, applying the Kronecker mixed
product rule and multiplyingthe constant matrices we have
B
nC
n
=
￿
2
0
0
2
￿
￿ B
n
￿
1C
n
￿
1
+
￿
0
1
0
￿
1
￿
￿ B
n
￿
1E
n
￿
1
+
￿
0
0
2
￿
2
￿
￿ D
n
￿
1C
n
￿
1
+
￿
0
0
0
2
￿
￿ D
n
￿
1E
n
￿
1
As above, B
n
￿
1E
n
￿
1
= D
n
￿
1C
n
￿
1
=
0 so
B
nC
n
=
￿
2
0
0
2
￿
￿B
n
￿
1C
n
￿
1
+
￿
0
0
0
2
￿
￿D
n
￿
1E
n
￿
1
We hypothesize that B
nC
nis a diagonal matrix with a 0 in
the top left entry and
2
n for every other diagonal entry. It is
readily veriﬁed that this is the case for
n
=
1 . Assuming, it
istrue for
n
￿
1 and substitutingwe ﬁnditistrue for
n since
D
n
￿
1E
n
￿
1 is a matrix with
2
n
￿
1 in the top left corner and
0’selsewhere. SubstitutingthisresultbackweﬁndH
nG
n
=
2
nI
n and the theorem is proven.
2
Figure 8 illustrates the fast reverse transform procedure
for
n
=
3 . As in the sequency case, a value which passes
througha phase withoutgoingthrougha “butterﬂy”mustbe
multipliedby 2.
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Figure 8. Example of Fast Transform Compu-
tation of Inverse Haar Transform in Natural
Order
5 Relationships Amongst the Transforms
Sinceeach ofthetransformsdiscussedhas aninverseitis
clearly possible to create a transform from one spectral do-
main toanother inthe worstcase by simplypassingthrough
the Boolean functional domain. The issue is of course can
such a transformation be done more efﬁciently.
For example, as identiﬁed in [16], if S is the arithmetic
spectrum ofa function,itsWalshspectrum Rin R-encoding
is given by R
= W
n
(A
n
)
￿
1S.
(A
n
)
￿
1S transforms the
arithmetic spectrum to the functional domain after which
the multiplication by W
n yields the Walsh spectrum. It is
more efﬁcient of course to treat W
n
(A
n
)
￿
1 as a single ma-
trix which we can write as
 
n
O
i
=
1
W
1
!
 
n
O
i
=
1
￿
A
1
￿
￿
1
!
By the propertiesof the Kronecker productthis can be writ-
ten as
n
O
i
=
1
W
1
￿
A
1
￿
￿
1
So the transform from the arithmetic to the Walsh domain
can be accomplished using the transform matrix
T
n
=
n
O
i
=
1
￿
2
1
0
￿
1
￿whichcanbe usedas thebasisfora fasttransformapproach.
Thisis illustratedfor
n
=
3inFigure9. Followinga similar
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Figure 9. Example of Direct Fast Transform
from the Arithmetic to Walsh Spectrum
approach, we can show that
T
n
=
1
2
n
 
n
O
i
=
1
￿
1
1
0
￿
2
￿
!
is a direct transform from the Walsh to the arithmetic spec-
tral domain.
Transforming to and from the Haar domain is also pos-
sible. We here consider Walsh to Haar and Haar to Walsh
transforms. arithmetic to Haar and Haar to arithmetic trans-
forms can be developed in a similar fashion.
Theorem 5.1 The Walsh-Hadamardspectrum ofa function
can be transformed to the natural order Haar spectrum us-
ing the transform
T
n
=
1
2
n
(P
n
+ Q
n
)
P
n
=
￿
1
1
1
￿
1
￿
￿ P
n
￿
1
+
￿
0
0
0
2
￿
￿ Q
n
￿
1
Q
n
=
￿
2
0
0
0
￿
￿ Q
n
￿
1
P
0
=
[
0
] Q
0
=
[
1
]
Proof: We needtotransformfromtheWalshtothefunction
domain and then to the Haar domain. The transform is thus
given by
T
n
= H
n
￿
1
2
nW
n
￿
Employing Equation 17 we have
H
n
￿
1
2
nW
n
￿
=
1
2
n
(B
nW
n
+ D
nW
n
)
By substitutionand applying the Kronecker mixed product
rule we have
B
nW
n
=
￿
1
0
0
1
￿
￿
1
1
1
￿
1
￿
￿ B
n
￿
1W
n
￿
1
+
￿
0
0
1
￿
1
￿
￿
1
1
1
￿
1
￿
￿ D
n
￿
1W
n
￿
1
and
D
nW
n
=
￿
1
1
0
0
￿
￿
1
1
1
￿
1
￿
￿ D
n
￿
1W
n
￿
1
Deﬁning P
n
= B
nW
n and Q
n
= D
nW
n we have
P
n
=
￿
1
1
1
￿
1
￿
￿ P
n
￿
1
+
￿
0
0
0
2
￿
￿ Q
n
￿
1
and
Q
n
=
￿
2
0
0
0
￿
￿ Q
n
￿
1
Substitutionshows P
0
=
[
0
] and Q
0
=
[
1
]and the theorem
is proven.
2
Theorem 5.2 The natural order Haar spectrum of a func-
tion can be transformed to the Walsh-Hadamard spectrum
using the transform
T
n
=
1
2
n
(P
n
+ Q
n
)
P
n
=
￿
2
2
2
￿
2
￿
￿ P
n
￿
1
+
￿
0
0
0
2
￿
￿ Q
n
￿
1
Q
n
=
￿
2
0
0
0
￿
￿ Q
n
￿
1
P
0
=
[
0
] Q
0
=
[
1
]
Proof: The proofis analogousto theproofof Theorem 5.1.
2
These two theorems are the basis for fast transform pro-
cedures as illustrated in Figures 10 and 11. Note that while
the structure of the transform is the same in each case, the
butterﬂies in the Haar to Walsh direction are all scaled by a
factor of 2. The structure is similar to the Walsh butterﬂy
diagram presented earlier except the ﬁrst butterﬂy in each
groupis replaced by the straightthroughpassage of the two
data values scaled by 2.
The above approach ofcombiningtransforms to go from
one spectral domain to another can not be used when the
Reed-Muller is involved because it is carried out over
G
F
(
2
) while the others are carried out over the integers.
However, it was shown in [16] that the Reed-Muller spec-
tral coefﬁcients can be found by taking the modulo-2 of the
absolute values of the arithmetic coefﬁcients, a result that is
notunexpectedgiventhesimilarnatureofthetwotransform3
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Figure 10. Example of Fast Transform from
Walsh to Haar Speatrum
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Figure 11. Example of Fast Transform from
Haar to Walsh Spectrum
matrices. Hence, itispossibletoexpress thetransformfrom
a domain to the Reed-Muller domain as a matrix multipli-
cation followed by the taking of the modulo-2 of the abso-
lute values of the result. For the domains considered here,
thematrixmultiplicationcanbeimplementedasa fasttrans-
form.
6 Decision Diagram Implementation
Reducedorderedbinarydecisiondiagrams(ROBDD)[6]
are now a widely used data structure in many applications
including VLSI CAD. Many extensions to the basic idea
have been introduced including multi-terminalbinary deci-
sion diagrams (MTBDD)[7] and edge-valued binary deci-
siondiagrams(EVBDD)[17]. (MTBDDsarealsocalledAl-
gebraic DDs (ADDs) [2].) We assume the reader is famil-
iar with decision diagrams and refer anyone who is not to
the extensive literature on the subject. In terms of notation,
each nonterminal vertex
v is labeled with a variable from X
denoted
i
n
d
e
x
(
v
) and has two outgoing edges denoted as
l
o
w
(
v
) and
h
i
g
h
(
v
). Each terminal vertex
v is labeled by a
v
a
l
u
e
(
v
) from T and has no outgoing edges, hence no suc-
cessors. For an ROBDD, T contains 0 and 1 while for an
MTBDD, T contains a set of integer values. An EVBDD
has factors on certain edges and reduces the complexity of
an MTBDD. Details can be found in [17].
ItisinsightfultopresentthefastDDtransformationtech-
nique by ﬁrst considering the case of transformations over
trees. Although this is impractical for implementation, it
doesallowforthebasisofthemethodtobeeasilyexplained.
UnliketheBDDrepresentation,atreerepresentationiscom-
plete and consists of
2
n
￿
1 non-terminal vertices and
2
n
terminal vertices.
In terms of graph operations, the one-variable Walsh
transform replaces the subtree
l
o
w
(
v
) with a subtree repre-
sentingthesum ofthe originalsubtrees
l
o
w
(
v
) and
h
i
g
h
(
v
)
and correspondingly replaces the subtree
h
i
g
h
(
v
) with a
subtree representing the difference of the original subtree
l
o
w
(
v
) minus the subtree
h
i
g
h
(
v
). This is the butterﬂy op-
eration for the Walsh transform.
In terms of implementation, computing the sum (or dif-
ference) of two MTBDDs is typicallyperformed as a recur-
sive procedure similar to the classic ite operation used in
most BDD package implementations [5].
The order of transformation of the tree is important. Ini-
tially, transforming the terminal vertices to the integers
￿
1
allows for the non-terminal nodes at the bottom of the tree
to be transformed. By successively applying the transfor-
mations in a bottom-up manner, the tree representing the
Boolean function is transformed to a tree representing the
Walsh spectrum in Hadamard order from left to right. Fig-
ure 16 illustrates this procedure. The vertices drawn with
dashed lines indicate portionsof the graph that have under-
gone the transformation.
Thistechniquecanbestatedinasuccinctformasadepth-
ﬁrstalgorithmas giveninFigure12where Value()is a func-
tion which returns the value of a terminal node, Label() is
a function which returns the label of a nonterminal node,
and New Terminal() and New Nonterminal are procedures
which produce new nodes of the speciﬁed types.
The tree-based algorithmoffers nocomputationaladvan-
tage over the direct computation of the spectrum using ma-
trix algebra since the size of the tree is exponential in the
numberofdependentfunctionvariables. Inordertotakead-
vantage of shared topological isomorphic subgraphs as are
found in reduced DD structures, the tree-based algorithm
must be modiﬁedto account forthe case when non-terminal
variables are present along a path without subsequent val-
ued level indices. This case never occurs in a tree but often
does occur in a reduced DD. As an example, consider the
case where the function
f
=
x
1
x
3
+
x
2
x
3
+
x
1
x
2
x
3 is tobe
transformed to the Walsh domain. Figure 13 contains a di-Walsh_Tree_Transform (f)
if(f is a terminal) return
Walsh_Tree_Transform(Low(f))
Walsh_Tree_Transform(High(f))
low_temp = Tree_Add(Low(f),High(f))
High(f) = Tree_Sub(Low(f),High(f))
Low(f) = low_temp
Tree_Add(g,h)
if(g is a terminal)
return(New_Terminal(Value(g)+Value(h))
return(New_Nonterminal(Label(g),
Tree_Add(Low(g),Low(h)),
Tree_Add(High(g),High(h))))
Tree_Sub(g,h)
if(g is a terminal)
return(New_Terminal(Value(g)-Value(h))
return(New_Nonterminal(Label(g),
Tree_Sub(Low(g),Low(h)),
Tree_Sub(High(g),High(h))))
Figure 12. Pseudo-code for Tree-based Walsh
Transformation
agram representing the reduced BDD of this function with
variable order
x
1
￿
x
2
￿
x
3. As is easily seen, the path
speciﬁed by
x
1
=
0and
x
3
=
0skipsthe intermediate vari-
able
x
2. However, in transforming the non-terminal vertex
x
1, the absence of a vertex representing variable
x
2 cannot
be ignored and must be inherentlyconsidered.
An absent vertex is in effect a vertex
v with
l
o
w
(
v
)
=
h
i
g
h
(
v
). Applying the Walsh butterﬂy to such a vertex re-
placesthesubtree
l
o
w
(
v
)bythatsubtreemultipliedby2and
the subtree
h
i
g
h
(
v
) by the terminal value 0. Based on this
observation the algorithm for transforming a BDD is given
in Figure 14 where for ease of explanation we assume the
labels of the nonterminalsare ordered increasingly fromthe
root of the BDD towards the terminals and Label() applied
to a terminal yields a maximum value. Twice() doubles the
terminal values of the argument BDD an operationwhich is
easily accomplished if EVBDD are used.
The approach illustratedin Figure 14 for the Walsh case
can be appliedto theother transforms described above. The
major complication is to identify when butterﬂys should or
should not be applied. For example, the case for the tree-
basedcomputationofHaarspectraisaddressedinFigure15.
7 Concluding Remarks
Direct transformation amongst the Walsh, Haar, Arith-
metic and Reed-Muller spectral domains has been consid-
x1S
x2S
x3S
x3S
-1 +1
+1 -1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
Figure 13. Reduced BDD for the Example
Function
ered. It has been shown that fast transform techniques
are possible with the exception of transformation from the
Reed-Muller domain. Implementation using decision dia-
gram methods has been outlined.
Current work involves developing efﬁcient generic uni-
versal program code for transforming from one domain to
another. We are also considering how the transforms pre-
sented can be used to map spectral conditions, e.g. symme-
try conditions, from one domain to another.
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Walsh_BDD_Transform (f)
if(f is a terminal) return
if(f has already been transformed)
return
Walsh_BDD_Transform(Low(f))
Walsh_BDD_Transform(High(f))
low_temp = BDD_Add(Low(f),High(f))
High(f) = BDD_Sub(Low(f),High(f))
Low(f) = low_temp
BDD_Add(g,h)
if(g and h are terminals)
return(New_Terminal(Value(g)+Value(h))
if(Label(g)=Label(h))
return(New_Nonterminal(Label(g),
BDD_Add(Low(g),Low(h)),
BDD_Add(High(g),High(h))))
else if(Label(g)<Label(h))
return(New_Nonterminal(Label(g),
BDD_Add(Low(g),Twice(h)),
High(g))
else return(New_Nonterminal(Label(h),
BDD_Add(Low(h),twice(g)),
High(h))
BDD_Sub(g,h)
if(g and h are terminals)
return(New_Terminal(Value(g)-Value(h))
if(Label(g)=Label(h))
return(New_Nonterminal(Label(g),
BDD_Sub(Low(g),Low(H)),
BDD_Sub(High(g),High(h))))
else if(Label(g)<Label(h))
return(New_Nonterminal(Label(g),
BDD_Sub(Low(g),Twice(h)),
High(g))
else return(New_Nonterminal(Label(h),
BDD_Sub(Low(h),Twice(g)),
High(h))
Figure 14.Pseudo-code for BDD-based Walsh
TransformationHaar_Tree_Transform (f)
if(f is a terminal) return
Haar_Tree_Transform(Low(f))
Haar_Tree_Transform(High(f))
low_branch = Low(f)
while(low_branch not a terminal)
low_branch = Low(low_branch)
high_branch = High(f)
while(high_branch not a terminal)
high_branch = Low(high_branch)
temp_value = Value(low_branch)+Value(high_branch)
Value(high_branch) = Value(low_branch)-Value(high_branch)
Value(low_branch) = temp_value
Figure 15. Pseudo-code for the Tree-based
Haar Transformation
x1S
x2S x2S
x3W x3S x3S x3S
0 -2 -1 +1 -1 +1 +1 -1
0
0
0000
0
1111
1 1
1 x1S
x2S x2S
x3W x3W x3S x3S
0- 20-2 -1 +1 +1 -1
0
0
0000
0
1111
1 1
1
x1S
x 2W x2S
x3S x3S
-1 +1 +1 -1
0
0
00
0
11
1 1
1 x1S
x2S
x3W x3S
-1 +1 0 +2
0
00
0
11
1
1
x1S
x2S
0
01
1 x1S
x 2W x2W
0
0 0 1 1
1
x 1W 01
x3W x 3W
0 -4 0 0
00 11
x 2W
01
x 3W x3W
0 -4 00
00 11
x 2W
01
x3W x 3W
0 -4 0 0
00 11 x3W
0 +2
01 x 3W
0 -2
01 x 3W x3W
0 -4 00
00 11 x3W
00
01 x 3W
0 +4
01
x2W x 2W
0 0 1 1
x 3W x3W
0 -4 0 +4
00 11 x3W
0- 4
01 x 3W
0 -4
01
Figure 16. Example of a Tree-based Walsh
Transformation